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Abstract
This position paper is an application for theworkshop “Physi-
calization from Theory to Practice: Exploring Physicalization
Design across Domains”. I will first give a short introduction
to the smart home domain, followed by a paragraph referring
to connections to the suggested topics of personal informat-
ics, sustainability, office vitality, and education. Finally, an
overview of the challenges of designing for individuals living
in smart homes will provide ideas for data physicalizations in
this context. Devices could include, for instance, approaches
for individuals to track habits to achieve personal goals or
support reflection towards sociotechnical effects of technol-
ogy used in the domestic environments, focusing particularly
on the cohabitation of several people.
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1 Introduction
The number of connected devices in households will increase
significantly in the next years. Users access most information
concerning the smart home network through touchscreens,
typically on mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones.
These interactions sum up to the already long screen time of
most users. Cultural phenomena such as the video genre of
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"Oddly Satisfying Videos" suggest that individuals seek tac-
tile experiences in their everyday lives while trying to satisfy
this need in virtual environments [9]. We are investigating
what more tangible interactions for the smart home should
look like, including the input and output within IoT net-
works. Starting from incorporating materials that feel rather
analog to users, we strive for connected devices that support
users in reengaging with the physical world [6]. In this way,
we hope to encourage individuals to utilize technology in
the home more self-determinedly.

2 Domestic Environments as a Context for
Data Physicalization

In the call for papers, the proposed domains personal in-
formatics, sustainability, office vitality, and education are all
situated in domestic environments, considered as the base
where individuals reflect on their personal life. As climate
change is one of the major challenges of this century, sustain-
ability is, for many individuals, a goal towards which they
would like to change their behavior. The purchase of smart
home components is often advertised and justified with the
motivation to reduce energy consumption [3, 8, 10]. With
increased remote working and many self-employed individ-
uals, work and private life blend more and more. Thus, office
work is a relevant practice when designing home technology.
The topic of education takes place in different forms at home.
For instance, education is an everyday challenge for people
living with children. Among adults in smart homes, sharing
and passing knowledge about the network among cohabi-
tants is, from our understanding, crucial for equally positive
user experiences within shared, connected homes. In the
context of personal informatics, the home is where humans
mostly start from or return to while working on establish-
ing or letting go of habits and routines. All these topics can
be relevant for inhabitants of smart home environments as
part of their everyday lives. However, talking about data in
smart home environments often relates to quantitative data
collected by connected sensors and systems in the network.
The humans and their individual needs - associated with
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their personal goals and efforts to achieve them - are rarely
considered in the representation of smart home data.

3 Challenges in Smart Homes
Current user experiences of smart home components seem
tailored to one primary user – the personwho purchases, sets
up, and maintains the connected devices, who typically has
a strong technological interest [1]. They often enjoy making
sense of statistical data associated with monitoring and au-
tomating their home. Other cohabitants in shared households
often feel discouraged from engaging with the technology,
and the associated data [5]. As a result, power and knowledge
distribution in smart households often occur aligned with
heteronormative gender roles and reinforce such [1, 5, 10].
One challenge in the smart home domain is counterbalanc-
ing the sociotechnical effects of cohabitation on gender roles
aiming for equal access to information and control. To move
in that direction, we are working on designing interfaces that
foster collaborative usage of individuals, empowering users
to co-create their shared, connected homes with positive
experiences encouraging social behavior [6]. For instance,
the distribution of household labor and associated cognitive
load, often discussed along the term “mental load” [2], is,
from our understanding, a suitable topic to include in data
representations to support humans to reflect on and keep
track of, ideally collaboratively. However, since furnishing a
home is a highly individual process and continuously evolv-
ing, we aim to design solutions that support personalization
and enable them to visualize any information users would
like to keep track of or accentuate with data representations
in their everyday lives.
Overall, we follow principles from calm computing, tan-

gible [7], and blended interaction [4] and aim for an analog
look and feel of the devices [6]. In our current work, we focus
on designing interfaces for the documentation, set-up, and
maintenance of IoT networks accessible to several users in
a shared household. Incorporating data physicalizations for
these topics might be beneficial since the tangible form facili-
tates collaboration and discussion among several individuals
[7]. Accordingly, we are looking for tangible representations
of, amongst others, the statuses of devices and associated no-
tifications. Further, we would like to incorporate data about
the cohabitants’ everyday life that goes beyond quantitative
information to address their needs and promote their well-
being, such as chores and their distribution among users or
tracking of habits individually or acquired collaboratively.

Ideally, these representations will promote reflection of hu-
mans in their surroundings and encourage behavior changes
towards reaching their personal goals. However, a shared
household is an environment in which social dilemmas, as
stated in the call for papers concerning sustainability, cre-
ated by the clash of individual and collective interests, often

occur on a large scale as well as locally, regarding, for exam-
ple, the distribution of mental load of cohabitants. Further,
the reflection of their behavior is inconvenient sometimes –
users might feel uncomfortable facing some topics. Several
questions regarding the presentation of data in domestic
environments arise. When are users willing to engage with
representations of data? How are there differences regarding
the kind of information? Does the display of the information
cause stress for other cohabitants? How to deal with social
dilemmas, tensions, and conflicts in a shared household?
For the design of physicalization in domestic environments,
some users might enjoy statistical and quantitative visualiza-
tions of data, whereas others prefer more tangible represen-
tations. Further, the dynamics of relationships might impact
users’ attitudes towards devices and data representations;
an individual might reject or feel intimidated by an artifact
just because another person is pushing them to engage with
it. In other situations, rituals designed around data explo-
ration at home might motivate users to engage with data
collaboratively. In another context, an individual might enjoy
spending time with a data representation to take a moment
for themselves, understanding the experience as a personal
retreat. In this case, privacy and the location within the
home might play an important role in the design of a physi-
calization. Conclusively, although domestic environments
are quite specific locations, they inhabit many different con-
texts and domains for data representations that each come
with specific requirements worth exploring and discussing.

4 About the Author
Currently, I am a PhD Student at the Media faculty of the
Bauhaus-University Weimar in cooperation with the Robert-
Bosch GmbH. I am located in the company’s research depart-
ment for User Experience, exploring tangible interactions
in the smart home context. My focus is currently on experi-
ences appealing to the different users in shared households.
In designing interactions, I aim to balance addressing users’
individual needs while fostering social behavior. Participat-
ing in this workshop will allow me to learn about tangible
representations of data and how to incorporate them into in-
teraction designs. I will bring experience with designing for
the context of smart homes considering the usage of devices
by multiple individuals simultaneously and a sensitive view
to sociotechnical effects.
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